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In March 2020, Visit Oxnard enacted its first ever Crisis Communications Plan in response to a
Statewide shelter in place order issued as a result of the global coronavirus pandemic. The severe
impact to tourism was felt immediately, and Visit Oxnard made pivots to its marketing strategy in
line with industry guidance and research.
The following pages summarize key steps Visit Oxnard has taken and will continue to take to
encourage responsible travel and keep Oxnard top-of-mind for overnight stays and visitation.

PREPARING FOR ECONOMIC RECOVERY
Despite the hard hits to Oxnard’s tourism industry following a strong 2019, Visit Oxnard has not
stopped working to ensure the return of this vital sector. Tourism will play a crucial role in accelerating
the economic recovery of Oxnard, generating jobs and tax dollars that support the community’s way
of life.
While Visit Oxnard has worked to encourage responsible travel in alignment with State and County
public health guidelines, many operations have been reallocated, scaled back and even paused to ensure
the organization remains poised to accelerate when the time is right. These operational modifications
include the following:

Enacted temporary reductions in
salary for all team members.
Leaned into cooperative
opportunities with industry
partners.
Paused or scaled back paid
marketing, focusing on
optimizations to owned channels.
Paused all Familiarization Tours.

Paused contract with Public
Relations contractor, bringing
efforts in-house.
Brought Marketing Agency
activities in-house, including
monthly reporting and creative
services.
Reimagined group sales tactics
to cultivate relationships with
planners virtually.

GEOGRAPHIC MARKETS
In lieu of a Tier One and Tier Two market strategy, Visit Oxnard is following industry
guidance and targeting in-State, regional, national, then global audiences as the pandemic
abates and consumer spending resumes.
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Research
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IN OUR STATE
In light of the coronavirus pandemic, Tourism Economics projects California will lose $72.1 billion in Statewide travel-related spending in 2020,
nearly half of what was generated last year. The study also showed the pandemic would wipe out 613,000 California jobs by the end of May
2020, more than half the tourism industry’s workforce. According to SMARInsights, consumer sentiment on willingness to travel hovers around
55% as of early August 2020, and there is political sensitivity to promoting travel while COVID-19 case numbers are high. These projections are
hitting hard at California’s tourism industry after a thriving 2019. Here are the pre-pandemic numbers:
•

California’s tourism economy grew for the 10th
straight year in 2019 – a decade of excellence.

•

Direct travel-related spending in California
totaled $144.9 billion in 2019, a 3.2 percent
increase from the previous year.

•

The industry created 20,000 more jobs — 1.2
million California workers employed by the
travel industry.

•

Travel-generated tax revenue topped $12.2

billion, a 3.4 percent increase from the
previous year. That amounts to $920 in savings
for each California household.
•

For the decade, tourism’s contribution to
government treasuries increased by 33 percent
– more money for roads, first responders and
infrastructure attributable to residents of other
states and countries.

IN OUR COUNTY
Next, we narrow our focus to research specific to Ventura County. Here is a snapshot of how local travelers spent their money in 2019
and overall changes in travel spending since 2010, provided by Visit California.
TRAVEL SPENDING BY INDUSTRY
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In Oxnard, visitor spending generated $5.5 million in transient occupancy tax last year, up from $3.3
million in 2011, providing a stream of revenue in the city to fund the community’s way of life including
support of essential programs, such as public safety, infrastructure and parks.
With tourism being one of the lead economic drivers and job creating sectors for the State, Visit
Oxnard is continuing to monitor consumer sentiment, positioning itself for the rebound to capitalize
on pent-up demand, keeping the city top of mind in a highly competitive destination marketing space.

Recovery
Messaging Strategy
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Visit Oxnard has adopted a strategy that outlines messaging adjustments through an eventual
travel rebound. The four-phased approach is based on key traveler behavior periods, which we’ve
identified in stages as “Wait, Ready, Set and Go.”

QUARANTINED & SOCIAL DISTANCING
Visit Oxnard will activate locals and past guests, putting out soft messaging and imagery of
wide-open spaces to remain visible, stay relevant and connected and to create an escape. We are
suporting local businesses and our local community through messaging regarding what businesses
remain open for limited services, and we are running a local’s giveaway to keep our followers
engaged.

TRAVEL PLANNING BEGINS TO RETURN
Visit Oxnard will enter the conversation with calls to action that gently encourage visitors to
consider our destination, providing inspiration with imagery that showcases Oxnard and people
enjoying it.
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INDUSTRY BEGINS TO ENCOURAGE TRAVEL
Visit Oxnard will boldly encourage travel to our destination, giving audiences reasons to believe,
with imagery that showcases Oxnard and people enjoying specific attractions, restaurants and
hotels.

TRAVEL PICKS BACK UP TO REGULAR CADENCE
Visit Oxnard will quickly resume paid marketing efforts, boldly announcing that we are open for
business. We will work with partners to create value-based offers/packages. We will create a sense
of belonging and community. We will adjust our call to action to be action focused.

Recovery
Marketing Tactics
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The Visit Oxnard Marketing Plan FY 19/20 identifies key geographic markets for targeting:
Tier One - the Bay Area, Southern California and the Central Valley - and Tier Two - Arizona,
Nevada, Texas and Canada. In accordance with industry guidance, Visit Oxnard is moving away
from this tiered approach to an outward rippling geographic targeting method as recovery
progresses.
Key indicators that will dictate the progression of these tactics include lodging and airline
bookings, search engine data and product readiness. Thanks to the monitoring of national
consumer sentiment data, Visit Oxnard is able to take a measured approach in communicating
with audiences along the path to recovery.

PHASE I: LOCAL & IN-STATE
Visit Oxnard is activating locals and our drive market with messaging on reopenings and health &
safety, encouraging responsible travel. We are producing a series of reopening videos in partnership
with the City of Oxnard: #OxnardTogether. We are partnering with Visit CA on a leveraged
media campaign with matching funds through Expedia. We are participating in a “Stronger
Together” media partnership program with Ventura County Coast. We continue to place ads on
The Collection’s LED Billboard and the harbor’s Highway 101 Billboard. We are looking to roll out
“You Don’t Know Oxnard” ads in key markets as travel planning resumes. We are utilizing owned
channels to communicate with Californians and pitching editorial to in-State publications.

PHASE II: WESTERN UNITED STATES
Distribution of the 2020 Visitor Guide will continue in regional markets through EOY. Visit Oxnard
will be featured in the Central Coast California map, published August 1 and distributed regionally.
Visit Oxnard secured a placement in the California Road Trips Guide, distribution through
VisitCalifornia.com, 1-800-GO-CALIF, welcome centers in late July 2020; polly-bagging w/ August
issues of Better Homes & Gardens and Parents and September issue of Travel + Leisure. We will
utilize owned channels to communicate with neighboring states and pitch editorial to regional
publications.
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PHASE III: UNITED STATES
Visit Oxnard has allocated spend toward a geo-fencing campaign at the Connect California Trade
Show in Las Vegas in October 2020 and will simultaneously be in attendance at Connect Travel
Marketplace 2020. Additional trade shows are in the works for early 2021. Visit Oxnard is continuing
its outreach to Meeting Planners via targeted email campaigns and custom content development
at VisitOxnard.com. We will utilize owned channels to communicate with US audiences and pitch
editorial to national publications.

PHASE IV: INTERNATIONAL
Visit Oxnard recently launched its first-ever Brand USA City Page, which will serve as a global
landing page for our destination translated in multiple languages. The page will be promoted
organically at VisittheUSA.com for 3 months and receive 4,000 clicks (paid) in a target market of
choice. We continue to leverage co-op partnerships with CCTC for travel trade representation in
the UK and are exploring other markets. We have purchased a dedicated e-newsletter going out to
Visit CA’s global subscriber base this Fall 2020. We will pitch editorial to international publications.
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